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Variable-range hopping in the quantum Hall regime
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Abstract

We examine the scaling behavior of the transition between adjacent quantum Hall plateaus away from the critical point in
the regime of variable-range hopping driven conductivity �xx. The measured temperature and frequency dependence is used
for a direct evaluation of the localization length �. We 2nd scaling behavior � ˙ |��|−� up to large 2lling factor distances
|��| to the critical point. The scaling exponent �=2:3 agrees with its proposed universal value even for samples which do not
show universal behavior within the usual transition-width analysis. This demonstrates the advantage of our variable-range
hopping analysis and the robustness of the localization length scaling. ? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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The understanding of the quantum Hall e<ect
(QHE) is built upon the concept of Landau quanti-
zation combined with localization, the latter being
characterized by the 2lling factor dependent localiza-
tion length �(�). A small localization length at the
Fermi energy results in plateaus in �xy and vanishing
�xx, while the divergence of � at the critical point �c
in the center of the Landau bands drives the transition
between Hall plateaus with a peak in �xx and transient
values of �xy. The behavior near the critical point
is addressed by the scaling theory of localization
[1], interpreting the plateau transition as a quantum
phase transition and identifying � with the correlation
length. The theory predicts �˙ |��|−� with ��=�−�c
and an universal exponent �= 2:3 determined by nu-
merical calculations. For 2nite systems of size L one
expects scaling relations �
� = f
�(��L1=�) with a
scaling function f
�. For non-zero temperature T or
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frequency f the length L is replaced by an e<ective
length LT ˙ Tp=2 resp. Lf ˙ f1=z.
The traditional experimental approach to scal-

ing of the plateau transition is the analysis of the
transition-width F� of the �xx-peak, mostly de2ned
as full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), as a func-
tion of temperature, current or frequency. Although
this experiments were quite successful in establishing
scaling theory, they do not give direct access to the
scaling exponent � but result into composed expo-
nents � = p=2� from F� = T� and c = 1=z� from
F� = fc. While 2rst measurements seemed to con-
2rm speculations on universal values � = c = 0:43
[2], these width scaling exponents were shown to be
non-universal [3,4]. Only in one experiment it was
possible to determine � directly by variation of the
sample size [6]. Other experiments even yielded width
dependences that contradict scaling [5]. Assuming
scaling behavior with an universal exponent � this
might show the dissatisfactory understanding of elec-
tronic transport within the quasi-metallic regime near
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the critical point and thus the nature of the e<ective
length exponents p and z.
It is preferable to directly access the localiza-

tion length. A possible approach was proposed by
Polyakov and Shklovskii [7]: The remaining conduc-
tivity �xx in the strongly localized regime ��L at low
temperature is governed by temperature or frequency
driven variable-range hopping (VRH). The theory of
VRH is well understood, and, 2tted to measurements
of the dependences �xx(T ) or �xx(f), it allows an
evaluation of the localization length �.
Earlier experiments con2rmed the expected tem-

perature dependence of �xx(T ) and extracted � in the
QHE-regime [8], but either did not analyze the scal-
ing behavior or were restricted to a small 2lling factor
range close to the quasi-metallic regime. In a very re-
cent experiment we were able to demonstrate univer-
sal scaling behavior of � in the VRH-regime deep into
the plateau [9]. Also very recently we con2rmed the
proposed linear frequency dependence �xx(f) ˙ f
in the variable-range hopping regime and evaluated �
from these measurements [10].
Here, we will demonstrate that the analysis of

both the temperature and the frequency dependent
VRH-conductivity result into a localization length
which follows � ˙ |��|−� with universal expo-
nent � = 2:3, although the chosen samples show
non-universal exponents of the transition-width scal-
ing with temperature or frequency. In addition for
both parameters T and f we extend the range of
scaling to a large distance of |��|= 0:3 to the critical
2lling factor.
The experiments were performed on two-dimen-

sional electron systems realized in standard AlGaAs=
GaAs heterojunctions. Data from two samples are used
throughout this paper, the temperature dependence
measured with sample S1 and sample S2 utilized for
the high frequency measurements. In sample S1 the
area of the heterojunction was doped with extra beryl-
lium to achieve a reduced mobility of �=2 m2=V s at
a density of n=2:1×1015 m−2. With no extra doping
sample S2 has a moderate mobility of �= 35 m2=V s
and an electron density of n = 3:3 × 1015 m−2. The
samples were patterned into Corbino geometry by
standard Ni=Au=Ge-alloy annealing.
We measured the temperature dependence of the

conductivity �xx for sample S1 at temperatures in
the range of T =50–700 mK. We carefully tested the
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Fig. 1. Characteristic temperature T0 resp. localization length
� ˙ 1=T0 for sample S1 as a function of the distance |��| to the
critical point for 1:0¡�¡�c =1:3.1 The line is a 2t to the power
law �˙ |��|−�. Inset: Squares show ratio R of the measured �xx
at B= 7:4 T to the 2t of activated transport. The solid line shows
the 2t of VRH (Eq. (1)), which represents the data much better
than activated transport (dashed line).

current dependence of �xx for each analyzed 2lling
factor to avoid heating e<ects. We concentrate our
analysis on the Hall plateau transition between 2lling
factor �=1 and 2. The transition-width F� (FWHM)
of the peak in �xx follows a power-law behavior
F� ˙ T� with non-universal � = 0:67. The regime
of variable-range hopping transport starts at a small
distance �� ≈ 0:06 to the critical point �c of the transi-
tion. We ruled out activated behavior (inset of Fig. 1)
and 2nd good agreement of our data to the expected
temperature dependence for VRH [7] given by

�xx ˙
exp(−√

T0=T )
T

; kBT0 =
Ce2

4���0�
(1)

with C ≈ 6 and � ≈ 12. Fits of this equation to
our data yielded the 2lling factor dependence of the
localization length �(�) ˙ 1=T0(�), which is shown
for 1:0¡�¡ 1:3 in Fig. 1 as a function of the 2lling
factor distance |��| to the critical point �c = 1:3. 1 We

1 Due to the strong Be-doping the density of states becomes
asymmetric and the critical 2lling factor is shifted from the ideal
�c = 1:5 to a lower value of �c = 1:3.
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Fig. 2. (a) Real (black line) and imaginary part (grey line, o<set
by −0:1 e2=h) of �xx versus the 2lling factor for sample S2 at
f=3 GHz. (b) Linear 2t of the frequency dependence for di<erent
2lling factors. (c) Plot of real versus imaginary part of �xx for
a small 2lling factor range. The range of the plot was restricted
to the frequency driven VRH-regime. As a guide to the eye a
parabola is plotted on top of the data.

2nd a power law �˙ |��|−� for 2lling factor distances
as large as |��|=0:3. Although non-universal behavior
of the conventional width analysis is observed (see
above), the scaling exponent �= 2:25± 0:06 2tted to
the data agrees well with the proposed universal value
of �= 2:3.
Now we will focus on the frequency dependence

of the conductivity, measured at T = 100 mK for
f=0:001–6 GHz for sample S2. For technical details
of this experiment we refer to Ref. [4]. Our exper-
iment provides us with both the real and imaginary
part of �xx, plotted for S2 at f = 3 GHz in Fig. 2(a).
The new access to the imaginary part achieved by our
experimental technique allows for a new con2rma-
tion of scaling behavior, discussed in detail in Ref.
[10]. The traditional analysis of the transition-width
F�(f) shown elsewhere [4] delivers a non-universal
frequency scaling exponent c=0:6±0:1. Here we con-
centrate on the variable-range hopping regime, which
is marked by �xx(f = 0)��xx(f). The frequency

dependence of the real part derived by Polyakov and
Shklovskii [7] is given by

Re�xx(f) =
4�2

3
��0�f (2)

linearly depending on frequencyf and the localization
length �. The linear dependence on f, which we ex-
perimentally veri2ed in Ref. [4] for the 2rst time, was
con2rmed independently by another group [11]. Sam-
ples of linear 2ts to our data are shown in Fig. 2(b).
The slope of such a 2t directly yields the localization
length �.
Prior to a further analysis of � we want to take a

quick look at Im �xx in the VRH-regime. While to our
knowledge no analytical expression for the imaginary
part of �xx under quantum Hall condition exists, we
can try to compare the case of zero magnetic 2eld.
For this case Efros [12] calculated both the real and
imaginary part of the conductivity, his relation for the
real part di<ering only by a factor of 2 from Eq. (2).
For 2xed frequency he derived the relation Im �xx ˙
Re�xx. In contrast, our data plotted in Fig. 2(c) clearly
do not show this linear relation, demonstrating the
need for further theoretical understanding of Im �xx.

Now we turn back to the localization length �. We
restrict our analysis of � to the range 1:5¡�¡ 4:0.
For higher 2lling factors the spin splitting is no longer
fully resolved, resulting into a signi2cantly enhanced
conductivity at �=5 compared to other integer 2lling
factors. For �¡ 1:5 the �xx-peak shows a shoulder,
which might be caused by an impurity band [13]. As
this is probably coupled to additional delocalization,
we neither expect nor observe scaling of the localiza-
tion length for this side of the conductivity peak.
The localization length evaluated from 2ts of

Eq. (2) is shown in Fig. 3. Plotted on a logarithmic
scale as a function of the distance |��| to the near-
est critical point �c all but the curve �¡�c = 2:5
agree with a power-law dependence �˙ |��|−� with
universal scaling exponent � = 2:3, although the tra-
ditional width scaling resulted into a non-universal
exponent c=1=z�=0:6±0:1. This again demonstrates
the advantage of a direct evaluation of the localization
length. Similar to our temperature dependent mea-
surement the power law is valid up to about |��|=0:3.
The deviation of the data for �¡�c = 2:5 remains

an open question. We observe a similar deviation for
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Fig. 3. Localization length � for sample S2 as a function of the
2lling factor di<erence ��= |�− �c| to the nearest critical point �c
for the 2lling factor range �= 1:5–4. Each curve covers one side
of a plateau transition, e.g. the 2lling factor range 3:5¡�¡ 4:0
for the top curve. The curves are o<set by multiplication with
the quoted factors. The straight lines correspond to the expected
power law with known universal exponent �= 2:3 and prefactors
chosen to agree with the data. Except for the dashed line they
agree to the data within experimental certitude.

4:0¡�¡ 4:5. Thus, this deviation seems to happen
when one 2lls the 2rst electrons to a new, previous
empty Landau band.
In conclusion our new approach to scaling, evalu-

ating the localization length � from the temperature
and frequency dependence of the conductivity in the

variable-range hopping regime, con2rms the validity
of � ˙ |��|−� and recovers universality of the scal-
ing exponent �=2:3 for on 2rst glimpse non-universal
samples. The seeming non-universality of the width
scaling is probably rooted in an insuOcient under-
standing of transport in the quasi-metallic regime near
the critical point. In addition, we extend the scaling
regime to a 2lling factor distance of |��|= 0:3 to the
critical point.
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